
Revolutionizing in making matrimonial 

connections: Find a unique free rishtey wala. 

 

In the ever-evolving world of online matchmaking, the brainchild of Saurabh Mehndiratta, “Free Rishtey 

Wala,” is making waves. 

Sourabh Mehndiratta The Matchmaker is working with name of Sourabh Mehndiratta Matchmaker OPC   

Pvt Ltd, the groundbreaking platform reshaping the landscape of matrimonial services by providing a 

100% free and secure experience to its users. 

 

 

 

A Pledge to Free Matrimony: 

What sets Free Rishtey Wala apart is its unwavering commitment to providing a wide range of services 

without any charge. By ensuring that finding a life partner remains accessible Overall, this platform truly 

makes matrimonial connections invaluable. 

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.freerishtey.android


Seamless integration of online and offline worlds: 

Free Rishtey Wala blends online and offline spheres seamlessly, giving users the freedom to connect 

through various channels. The physical address at Sco-27, Committee Chowk, Shahabad Markanda, Distt. 

Kurukshetra, Haryana, Pincode-136135, adds a personal touch to this digital platform. 

Unique features for an all-inclusive experience: 

The platform boasts/claims a range of features designed to simplify the matchmaking process.  From free 

registration and lifetime membership to personalized matchmaking, audio and video calls, and even 

horoscope matching, Free Rishtey Wala equips  users with all the necessary features. Tools to find your 

soulmate easily. 

Breaking Communication Barriers: 

Break down communication barriers with free chat, audio calls, and video calls. Additionally, Free Rishtey 

wala goes ahead by offering a unique marriage loan service at 0%.  Interest, demonstrating their dedication 

to supporting users beyond just matchmaking. 

Effortless User Experience: 

With a focus on simplicity, Free Rishtey Wala ensures a user-friendly experience. No payment gateway app, 

quick registration within 20 seconds with Google authentication instead of OTP contribute to a hassle-free 

journey for users. 

 

Advanced search options: 

Our platform offers an advanced search feature that allows users to refine their search for potential matches.  

You can narrow down your search based on various factors, such as Distance, Age, Religion, Kundli Dosh, 

Marital Status, Diet, Smoking and Drinking Habits, Height, Education, profession, income, location and even 

profile ID. with these comprehensive Search parameters, making it easier than ever to find your perfect 

match. 

Top-Notch Security Measures: 

At Free Rishtey Wala, we prioritize the safety of our users. We have implemented top-tier security measures 

to ensure a safe and secure environment.  

Our platform includes features like screenshot and screen recording protection, user-blocking capabilities, 

the option to report suspicious activities, and in-built audio and video calls to protect against any type of 

scam. Additionally, all profiles are verified by professionals, which adds an extra layer of security to your 

experience. 



In conclusion: 

Free Rishtey  Wala, led by Sourabh Mehndiratta, offers a revolutionary approach to matrimony by combining 

traditional values with modern technology.  

Our platform is not only 100% free, but also secure and user-friendly. We strive to provide a seamless and 

trustworthy journey towards finding your soulmate.  

So, why wait? Begin your matrimonial journey with Free Rishtey Wala and connect with your soulmate 

without any hesitation. 
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